
  

Understanding Light



  

Light-colored objects reflect most of the light waves that strike 
them. Dark objects absorb most of the light, reflecting only a little.



  

A. Overexposed image  
B. Properly exposed image  

C. Underexposed image



  

A. An incident or ambient light meter reading measures the 
quantity  of light failing on a subject and is determined by the 
strength of the light source and its distance from the subject.

  B. A reflected light meter reading measures the light reflecting off 
a subject and is also affected by the brightness of the subject.



  

A. Hard light produces intense highlights and dark, hard-edged 
shadows. It reveals an objects texture well. B. Soft light produces 
less intense highlights and lighter, softer-edged shadows. Details 

and texture are less obvious. 



  

A. Hard light travels in straight unbroken waves, creating a 
stronger reflection. B. Soft light, caused here by light reflecting off 

an umbrella, bends and scatters the light rays.



  

Methods of diffusing light include (from left to right) an umbrella, 
diffusion material (attached to a gel frame), a soft box, and, in the 

background, a reflector.



  

The key light for classical three-point lighting is placed 30 to 45 
degrees on either side of the camera/subject axis.



  

Key light provides general illumination and produces modeling, the 
casting of shadows.



  

Key light on the camera/subject axis 
produces flat lighting without dimension. Flat 
lighting can also occur when your key light 
and fill light are equal in intensity.



  

Flat lighting, such as that produced by a flash unit or lighting 
instrument mounted on the camera, can produce a paparazzi look, 

perhaps a desired aesthetic.



  

Fill light softens shadows created by the key light.



  

The fill light is placed on the opposite side of the camera/subject 
from the key light.



  

A. High key lighting has a key ratio or 2:1. 
B. Low key lighting has a key:fill ratio of 4:1, 8:1, or even more.



  

Backlight is aimed at the back of the subject.



  

Backlight creates a visual separation between the subject and the 
background, helping to create the illusion of depth.



  

Two lights are used to light this subject, a key light from the side 
and a fill near the camera.



  

Three-point lighting is just a starting point. Another approach might 
be a key light from the side, providing modeling and some 

separation from the background. A fill light near the camera axis 
would provide soft, flattering illumination.
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